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                 CHOOSE THE BEST PLAN FOR YOUR BUSINESS

PIONEERING INNOVATION THROUGH LEGACY
Advantage Software has led the field in computer-aided transcription technology since 1987, setting 
the bar for innovation and excellence. Our dedication to advancement and groundbreaking research 
has continuously redefined court reporting industry standards. Eclipse RSR is the apex of digital 
transcript production software, offering a comprehensive suite of exclusive features. It embodies our 
industry commitment to preserving the record by enhancing productivity, streamlining workflows, 
and maximizing client opportunities.  

WE’RE HERE WHEN YOU NEED US
In today’s global market, Advantage Software is a partner you can count on. 
Our exclusive Anytime Support™ provides fast access to our skilled and friendly 
technicians at any hour, every day of the year.

This Changes 
Everything

Realtime Speech Recognition



INSTANT EDITABLE REALTIME 
With Eclipse RSR, skilled digital reporters can deliver high-quality realtime text to judges, attorneys, and 
litigants. Equipped with a meticulously crafted set of Hyperkey commands, reporters can consolidate 
keystrokes and expedite editing time. Moreover, the innovative Team EditingTM feature enables multiple 
professionals to edit the same file simultaneously in realtime, while discreetly concealing reporter 
notes and annotations.

NO INTERNET REQUIRED
Eclipse RSR uses Speechmatics, the most real-world accurate ASR ever developed. Speech recognition 
errors are reduced across noisy backgrounds, accents, dialects, and other sociodemographic factors. 
Enjoy flexible deployment options, even locally on your laptop, for seamless performance without 
connectivity delays. Anywhere, anytime, Eclipse RSR delivers unparalleled accuracy. 

TAILORED SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR UNIQUE NEEDS
Leveraging a wealth of specialized algorithms, artificial intelligence, and an extensive array of editing 
features and user-definable options, we engineered Eclipse RSR to improve and expedite the transcript 
production process. Our solution is also inherently adaptable. Be sure to inquire about our latest 
advancements in customization options to tailor Eclipse RSR to your distinct needs.

• Realtime Hyperkey Editing

• Team EditingTM with Connection Magic 2

• Up to 16 Channels with Selective Audio 

Mixing Preserves “Muted” Channels

• Customizable Vocab and Pronunciation

• Hidden Reporter Notes and Annotations

• Plugins for Quick Deployment

• VoiStenoTM 

• Precise, Low-Latency Transcription

• No Internet Connection Required

• Speaker Diarization

• Channel Diarization

• Zoom Meeting Diarization

• Speech Recognition Confidence Scores 

• Enhanced Automatic Punctuation

• Colloquy and QA Toggle, plus By Lines

HIGHLIGHTS

CONNECT AND COLLABORATE LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Eclipse RSR is compatible with all Advantage Software products, unlocking access to a vast community 
of transcript production experts and fostering Team EditingTM collaboration. With fully-integrated 
Connectify Hotspot software and Bridge trial-viewing software, connecting with clients locally or 
globally has never been simpler. 

Globally recognized as the world’s leading transcript production software, Eclipse by Advantage Software has earned the trust of thousands 
of reporters worldwide. Now Eclipse RSR brings the unmatched power of Eclipse to digital reporting, dramatically increasing throughput.


